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Lisbon is an exciting city that blends classic and 
contemporary – just like our hotel. Gothic design and 
cobblestone contrast with street art and new 
architectural wonders. Now is the perfect time to 
explore the urban renewal: a power station turned 
electricity museum (MAAT), a historic market turned 
gourmet food court (Time Out Market), and many 

more surprises.

Nearby Attractions
International designer shops all along Avenida da Liberdade

Metro station Avenida
Castelo de São Jorge - 20 min. walk

Baixa and Chiado cultural and historical districts - 20 min. walk 
Lisbon Casino - 15 min. drive

Time Out Market - 13 min. drive
Belém - 20 min. drive

Various nightlife, restaurants and cinemas







Welcome to a gem of Lisbon hospitality for over 80 
years. Newly renovated, the Tivoli Avenida Liberdade 
Lisboa is where old world elegance and modern 
hospitality meet. The hotel is perfectly located on a 
downtown high street filled with boutiques and 
cafés. Guests enjoy easy access to Tram 28, the 
metro and trendy districts like Bairro Alto and 

Principal Real.





After extensive work, 285 rooms and suites are now 
offered in 8 categories. Deluxe Rooms offer 
panoramic views of the avenue, courtyard and city 
skyline. Spacious design meets superb amenities, like 
Nespresso machines and cosy bathrobes. Guests feel 

perfectly relaxed in the lap of Tivoli luxury.







The Tivoli Avenida Liberdade offers a collection of 
exclusive benefits to ensure tailored, seamless experiences:

- Complimentary mineral water, and tea and coffee 
   making facilities;
- Complimentary e-newspaper from a selection of 
   over 400 titles;
- Pillows menus;
- Complimentary WiFi.



The Deluxe Family Room category offers expansive 
layouts and extra amenities for loved ones or friends 
on vacation together. These 34 havens can 
accommodate up to four people in ultimate style and 
convenience, with the choice of twin or double beds, 
a sofa bed, separate living area and a large bathroom 

with a walk-in shower and tub.





The hotel’s set of 35 suites are uniquely decorated with 
elegant furnishings and treasured Portuguese artwork. 
Premium touches include Bvlgari and Hermès toiletries and 
a private floor manager. Guests are invited to the Executive 

Lounge for complimentary snacks and drinks.

Premium Courtesy Suite Amenities:
• Courtesy access to Club Lounge with premium drinks and gourmet snacks

• Exclusive Concierge service
• VIP amenity

• 2h early check-in / late check-out according to availability
• 1 Bottle of Water in room, daily

• Nespresso coffee pods (4) and Tea in room, daily





Open daily from 7:30 to 23:00, the Executive Lounge 
is an exclusive space for suite guests to do business 
or relax. A range of breakfast items, snacks, refreshments 
and cocktails are served depending on the time of 
day. Secretarial services, a private concierge and 
priority check-in and check-out are among the 

exclusive benefits. 





Our iconic lobby is the perfect place to relax and 
unwind. Feel at ease in a vibrant open space bursting 
with elegant flair and natural light. Sit down for a 
meeting or take it easy. Choose from a range of 
gourmet snacks, sandwiches and salads, or luxuriate 
over elegant afternoon tea and signature cocktails.

Live music - Trio de Jazz: 18h00 - 21h00





SEEN Lisboa, the new signature restaurant by Chef 
Olivier da Costa is set to continue the confirmed 
success of SEEN São Paulo with its exclusive 
Restaurante & Bar concept now transported to 
Lisboa. The combination of panoramic views, cool 
setting and eclectic table and bar menus provide the 
style for the new SEEN Lisboa. The designer 
cocktails by Lucas Jaques, the Head Bartender and 
tastemaker at SEEN Lisboa, will be sure to attract 

lover of the art of mixology.







Cervejaria Liberdade serves the finest tastes of the 
Portuguese coast in an intimate and modern 
atmosphere. With a menu focusing on Mediterranean 
gastronomy and local seafood, the restaurant 
satisfies cravings for juicy oysters – the freshest from 

the south – as well as fish, sushi and steaks.







See the city from spectacular heights at Lisbon’s 
premier hangout. A new covered area makes this the 
perfect spot for panoramas year-round. Sip cocktails 
and snack on Mediterranean bites and sushi. Wall 
illustrations from artist Luio Zau provide daring 
contrasts. Live gigs and DJs make Sky Bar a lively 

evening every time.







Cherish a holiday filled with authentic, unforgettable 
moments. Our Concierge tailors activities and 
excursions to guests and their individual tastes. Take 
advantage of exclusive benefits, from reservations to 
recommendations and travel advice just for you, 

courtesy of our in-the-know local staff.





Step into the luxurious world of Anantara SPA and 
discover exceptional pampering. Anantara Spa takes 
you down an exotic pathway to holistic wellbeing in a 
paradise of healing sensuality that combines ancient 
far-eastern therapies with indigenous Portuguese 
rituals, performed within six treatment rooms catering 
to both individuals and couples. Soothe aching muscles 
and cleanse body and mind with a hydro Vichy 
Experience and expert massages, complemented by 
exquisite Biologique Recherche products. Use the 
sauna, fitness facilities and changing rooms with ease 
cherishing a flawless blend of professional service, 

organic essences and ambience.









Train hard or slow. Exercise at your own pace with 
Tivoli Shape. Our fully equipped fitness centre is 
designed for keeping up exercise routines or starting 
healthy new approaches while away from home. 
Guests can find their perfect fit with state-of-the-art 
workout machines, cardio equipment and complimentary 

bottled water.





Our stylish outdoor pool, surrounded by a 
semi-tropical garden, is an oasis of serenity in 
downtown Lisbon – especially on hot summer days. 
Seek shade beneath a towering rubber tree or book 
a sun lounger massage. Sandwiches, salads, ice 
creams, cocktails, wines and juices are available at 

the pool bar to keep guests satisfied.





Do business in an atmosphere that promises to  
delight and inspiration. We can accommodate 
large functions or small gatherings flawlessly. 
Tivoli Avenida Liberdade Lisboa offers seven 
flexible meeting spaces with a total occupancy of 
250 people. Relax knowing our creative team has 

all the elements, large and small, covered.





The Conference and Events Centre boasts a striking 
20th-century palatial design that is truly unique to 
Lisbon. Your choice of 7 meeting rooms can host up 
to 280 guests. Take advantage of benefits including 
direct access for coaches, welcome facilities, 
state-of-the-art lighting and audio visual equipment, 

and complimentary WiFi.





Wed in one of the world’s most romantic cities. The 
hotel’s unique architectural charm is picture-perfect 
for saying “I do.” Our professional team can plan your 
big day, from a grand ceremony at the Conference 
and Events Centre, with its palace design and 
extravagant frescoes, to sunset celebrations at the 

rooftop Sky Bar.








